Elohim Cyclopea and Lord Maitreya
Beyond Individualism Series
CYCLOPEA: You say, "I do not desire to
ascend. So, why am I doing this work?
You are born with purpose in
divinity. When you separate yourself out
from the world and you consciously identify
with the universal Christ, you are then
building upon the ages.
No fallen angel or antichrist way can
deter you from living your purpose in
divinity. Do not choose to continue to live
in the manner of this decade absent the
Christ Light and walk.
Nevertheless face a realism. Take responsibility. You are accountable.
You do not deny what is real before you. You take action on what you are
responsible for in your life. You ask in this judgment, what is of realism and
what is your interpretation of reality.
LORD MAITREYA: Practicing individualism is still one of becoming tethered
to the universal Christ. The community is part of who you are. What
community you identify with determines your future.
In your embracing of others, you are bringing them along in Christ. Thus
those who have aided the false hierarchy groups have said before cosmic council
that they will remove their support where they had given it to the fallen ones
either in money, land, buildings. You must go to court and sue if you need to.
To some, where it was given specifically to do by Alpha or another of
hierarchy, where they have not done this, they cannot before the Karmic Board
in the next life say that they were ignorant, as you cannot deny these records of
hierarchy having written or spoken to you.
Where there had been advice to move, divorce, or seek counsel from
demons, this will appear on your record before cosmic council and affect
opportunity in the denial of Christ help, where there is even denial of this
judgment as ministration to you. The Karmic Board looks upon these situations
and for aided fallen angels or aliens and determines that you will then have a
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subsequent embodiedment that you will go the way of the fallen ones as that is
your conclusive allegiance.
You do desire this, as you would then be tied to fallen angels century after
century. What damage they have done to you this embodiedment to cause you
to deny Christ does not change. This is a serious choice that you make. Rather,
return to the Christ path than to be as Adam and Eve whom it was not only not
finding the teachings but who do you serve now? What are the systems you
operate under now? What about this community you belong to now?
CYCLOPEA: This can mean a life and death struggle for the soul as that is the
incarnation determined by the Karmic Board.
It is then for you to seek to identify the goals of the false hierarchy as the
death of the soul of those in embodiedment who serve under the fallen angels,
aliens, sex demons and other fallen ones.
See how it is in one of the false hierarchy groups. They state this goal
clearly, that is, for the death of the soul. Where this goal is not so clearly seen
and you do not hear from hierarchy, ask then, what is their acting in this
material world about? What is the worshipping of the I AM Presence to answer
all your questions about? Why do these seek a religion that is absent the Bible
for you to follow?
It is to tie you to the fallen angels or aliens acting as your I AM Presence.
And you obey no differently than those in history who followed whatever their
leaders say as in evil-doing.
I speak to those again who have said, I use the Bible and yet you say,
"This is not Mother Mary speaking." Who can be closer to you than her in
hierarchy? Why is it that you would deny Christ in true hierarchy?

At this stage of individualism, centralization is outside of any particular
person. As the power of the self asserts itself more strongly within a few
individuals, and at the same time outer circumstances pressure these
individuals into developing a sense of superiority or of relative isolation (and
perhaps alienation) from their community. The consciousness of these
individuals begins to centralize itself.
The more 'special' the activities of these persons and their responses to
social pressures, the more insistently the feeling of internal centrality is
experienced. But this feeling remains conditioned by outer circumstances and
activities; it is attached to them, and the result is the development of an ego so
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concerned with what occurs at the circumference of the field that it cannot be
aware of what is at the root of this 'I-feeling'.
What the ego believes to be 'freedom' is, nevertheless, anarchy. It
expresses the negative and catabolic aspect of civilization; and it flourishes in a
paradoxical way in our modern mega-cities- paradoxical in that ego-freedom
soon turns into a tragic state of bondage to the compulsion to feel free,
independent and self-motivated at any cost.
The true kind of autonomy is only found in the [soul tethered to Christ]
self. The self does not need to 'prove' itself free and autonomous. True
selfhood does not refer to consciousness or relationship, but only to
powerthe power to be what one is [as a divine being].
CYCLOPEA: We are concerned that those in embodiedment, when you become
an Ascended Master, that you are tethered to antahkarana, the web of life.
You become a "community member" when you do your 40 Michaels, 36
Astreas, your Mother Mary rosary. You are then tethered to this protective
function as your "first order of business" before you contact physical
counterparts or you try to use your own human power to figure out how to meet
what this author constitutes as the danger to the biological person, though we
would consider it more—that you protect not only the physical but your spiritual
beings.
LORD MAITREYA: What humans have that is uniquely for them to do is to
make the call, especially the judgment call. It is that humans are created as the
lower creation from the etheric octaves and require this form of justice to
eradicate what are crimes against humanity.
CYCLOPEA: When you enter into this communion daily with doing your 40
Michaels, you are not only calling upon the Archangels, you are calling upon the
Elohim as this is the "community" that you must find yourself. Absent this
tethering, where do you go? You identify with the world's community, do you
not?
In this judgment those who refused to act in the will of God find
themselves become failures of a Mystery School. They go where there is the
anger spent and the gnashing of teeth.
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Yet, this power does not operate in isolation. It represents one small but
precise vibration (or tone) in the immense chord of mankind. But this small
tone vibrates at a level that transcends the mind and its techniques and
categories.
CYCLOPEA: Let not a day go by without your communion with Mother Mary or
one of the Archangels or Elohim. You see, it is more than only doing decrees,
but that you are putting your problems and goals before them that they help you
to meet the challenges of your life. Do not consider them so removed from you.
They have angels that they assign to watching over you, as this is the function of
the angels. It is part of this hierarchical chain. Now, be about your Father's
business.
It is the ego that brings the supernatural reality to a state of
consciousness which can be formulated. The ego will in the conscious mind
work to bring about moving from the farms to living in the cities, expressing
their will as laissez faire.
All these activities, consciously or not, strive to raise human
consciousness from the biological-cultural level to the 'spiritual' level. In their
noblest forms, these activities infuse spirit into biology and culture. But this
means breaking down the particularity and exclusivity inherent in any culturewhole and opening the collective (as well as the individual) mind to a state of
total inclusiveness and interpenetration.
LORD MAITREYA: Some of you yet live an alienated life in that you think, you
will hide behind the closed doors of your apartment? You are living the outer
ego, should you go deeper, the initiation you failed will be before you. You can
hide it with substances such as sugar and drugs, you will be faced with this
initiation that you failed. It is a conscious choice to take what the Elohim and
Archangels have given to you at this judgment and to do it without fail. You can
deal with your unhappiness later. Biological happiness is not the goal of life.
Rather it is survival, spiritual survival, or stated more eloquently, living your
divinity.
The Mystery School is not necessarily a place that we called the Place of
Great Encounters. You who have been through Summit University, you know it
is ongoing Summit University practiced in continuum. Rather, it must be a
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connection with hierarchy that you are thinking daily and for your weekends,
how you can put in time to help, listen and put your attention on hierarchy to
fulfill purpose.
Chelas have worshipped Mother Mary to the point that she makes visible
appearances to them. She gives them tasks to do that further their life in
initiations. These chelas take their initiations from Mother Mary.
You might say this of Jesus or of any saint. These chelas warranted these
appearances and communion with hierarchy as these identified with this
community and they belonged with this hierarchy. History shows thisPope
John Paul II was saved by the assassin's bullet by less that an half-inch
penetrating his body; he did his daily rosary. You no differently have received
the ministration in this community of Light, of Mother Mary, Jesus and others.
CYCLOPEA: Where you at this judgment have been given a certain work to do,
do this work even should there be loss to no longer live your lifestyle that is of
the world. It could be a loss to wasting time at the mall. It might be giving up
sports games that waste time. Rather, fill your time doing decrees and with
trying to anchor your life with the new reality of your divinity. It could be a loss
to remove your books, change your viewpoint of what had happened in the past
decade.

In due time these functions will bring about a new condition of transhuman existence in which biology will be transcended or transfigured. Men
will gradually lose their personal ambition their pride of achievement and their
catabolic jealousies and culture will lose its collective focusing on exclusivity.
In that state of existence, lovehaving overcome biological
compulsiveness, its culture-bred class distinctions and egocentric insecurity
and possessivenesswill be able to flourish in unpolluted radiance and panharmonic inclusiveness. It will be the foundation upon which function of a
new world will develop and be built.
CYCLOPEA: The sense of I AM can be easily taken to mean the biological
survival that is "outer" as this author points out. The inner sense of the I AM is
spiritual. This I AM teaching is not something that is but through a nonidentification with the culture you were raised.
You separate yourself to be called out and identify with the will of the
Christ lineage. It is a conscious choice, not to follow the outer ego, but to
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subscribe to what universal Christ dictates. You were created in divinity that is
in addition to a life of going wherever the world is going in fad and trend.

The earth will become a garden reflecting the many-sided inner culture
of integrated human persons no longer needing wilderness to balance and
redeem the artificiality of their ego-minds. The spiritual darkness of our
festering mega-cities will be forgotten then. Then human beings in a much
reduced number, will celebrate their common divinity in 'Holy Cities.'
Change is the order of the day. The Elohim and Archangels will help you
transition, to forgive or not, to leave off what is no longer true and viable to hold
as your idea of reality. It is you who must pass over.
When you live for purpose, though it not be for the ascension;
embodiedment after each, the soul will through this Christ walk become, more
and more, wedded to Christ.
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